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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF JOHN EICHBERGER, NACS
•

NACS members make decisions each day regarding what products to sell and which services
to offer their customers. But taking a chance by offering a new candy bar is very different
from switching their fueling infrastructure to accommodate a new fuel. For this reason, and
many others, they are often slow to adopt new fuel products until they are certain sufficient
consumer demand exists to provide a reasonable return on their investment – an investment
which in many cases can be significant.

•

Our industry is committed to complying with today’s laws and regulations, to provide our
customers with the best products and services we can offer and to adapt to new technologies
and market opportunities as they arise. NACS members are not beholden to any specific
product – they simply desire to sell what the customer wants to buy provided it is lawful and,
hopefully, profitable to do so. As new fuels come onto the market, our members want to have
the legal option to sell these fuels if their customers wish to buy them.

•

Retailers face many challenges when considering whether to sell a new fuel and these
challenges must be overcome if the goals of the RFS are to be realized. Among these issues
are the compatibility of retail storage and dispensing equipment; associated risks of a
customer fueling a non-authorized engine with a new fuel; and associated risks of retroactive
liability if today’s laws governing the sale of such fuels change in the future.

•

S. 187 highlights many of the issues standing in the way of new fuels, specifically the
compatibility of engines to run on higher-blend ethanol fuels and the availability of these
fuels at retail facilities. The discussion generated by this legislation is critical to finding the
right solutions. Although NACS believes S. 187 misses the mark with its proposed solutions,
we believe from this discussion other ideas can be developed that will move the market in the
right direction and prepare it to accommodate new fuels.

•

Proposals to set a fuel specification of the future would enable engine and equipment
manufacturers time to build units that can accommodate the new fuel. NACS believes this is
an interesting concept and if sufficient lead time were provided could yield some positive
outcomes. However, NACS cautions against dictating specifically which fuel should be the
“fuel of the future” since making such a decision based upon currently available technologies
could undermine innovation and prevent the emergence of new fuel products that are more
suitable to the nation’s objectives and require less investment in infrastructure modifications.
NACS is also concerned about the consequences of requiring another wholesale change in
existing infrastructure to accommodate the new fuels.

•

NACS urges Congress to consider proposals that will allow retailers to have existing
equipment evaluated and certified as compatible with new fuels, thereby eliminating some of
the costs associated with necessary replacements; protect market participants from liability in
the event self-service consumers ignore warning notices and misfuel their vehicles; protect
market participants from retroactive liability should today’s laws governing fuel sales change
in the future; and promote development of new fuel products that are more compatible with
existing vehicles and infrastructure.
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INTRODUCTION
Chairman Bingaman, Senator Murkowski and members of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to present to you the perspective of the
convenience and fuel retailing industry concerning the future of renewable and alternative fuels
in the United States.
My name is John Eichberger and I am Vice President of Government Relations for the National
Association of Convenience Stores (NACS). NACS is an international trade association
comprised of more than 2,200 retail member companies and more than 1,800 supplier companies
doing business in nearly 50 countries.
As of December 31, 2010, the U.S. convenience and fuel retailing industry operated 146,341
stores of which 117,297 (80.2%) sold motor fuels. In 2009, our industry generated $511 billion
in sales (one of every 28 dollars spent in the United States), employed more than 1.5 million
workers and sold approximately 80% of the nation’s motor fuel.
Our industry is dominated by small businesses. In fact, of the convenience stores that sell fuel,
57.5% of them are single-store companies – true mom and pop operations. Despite common
misperceptions, the large integrated oil companies are leaving the retail market place and today
own and operate fewer than 2% of the retail locations. Although a store may sell a particular
brand of fuel associated with a refiner, the vast majority are independently owned and operated
and the relationship to the fuel brand they sell ends there. The rest have sought to establish their
own brand in the market. 1
NACS members make decisions each day regarding what products to sell and which services to
offer their customers. But taking a chance by offering a new candy bar is very different from
switching their fueling infrastructure to accommodate a new fuel. For this reason, and many
others, they are often slow to adopt new fuel products until they are certain sufficient consumer
demand exists to provide a reasonable return on their investment – an investment which in many
cases can be significant.
Our industry is committed to complying with today’s laws and regulations, to provide our
customers with the best products and services we can offer and to adapt to new technologies and
market opportunities as they arise. NACS members are not beholden to any specific product –
they simply desire to sell what the customer wants to buy provided it is lawful and, hopefully,
profitable to do so. As new fuels come onto the market, our members want to have the legal
option to sell these fuels if their customers wish to buy them.
It is with this background that NACS approaches the discussion about the future of renewable
fuels. In this testimony, I will outline the challenges facing the retail motor fuel marketplace as it
tries to accommodate the demands of the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS), evaluate different
legislative proposals designed to help overcome these challenges and provide NACS
recommendations for policies that will assist the market transition to new, renewable and
sustainable fuels.
1
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THE BLEND WALL
Since enactment of the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007, Washington has
been discussing the pending arrival of the blend wall – that point beyond which the market
cannot absorb any additional renewable fuels. We can now say unequivocally that we are there.
The 2011 statutory mandate for the RFS is 13.95 billion gallons. If 10% ethanol were blended
into every gallon of gasoline sold in the nation in 2010, we would max out at 13.85 billion
gallons. 2 Meanwhile the market for higher blends of ethanol for flexible fuel vehicles (FFVs) has
not developed as rapidly as some had hoped and there are few indications for a rapid expansion.
So clearly we have a problem.
The recent decision by EPA to authorize the use of E15 in certain vehicles and engines does very
little to expand the use of renewable fuels. This is primarily because there are many barriers to
the introduction of E15 that must be overcome before it is fully legal or advisable for it to be
sold 3 and the number of markets into which it may be sold are extremely limited. 4
But let’s imagine for a moment that all barriers to E15 are removed, it can be used in all engines
and it becomes ubiquitous in the market. At 15% maximum blend, we still can only blend 20.78
billion gallons of renewable fuels. While this would buy us four additional years of compliance
with the RFS schedule, it is far short of the 36 billion gallons ultimately required.
That leaves us with the real issue facing us today – How can we get from here to there in a way
that benefits consumers, our energy security and our economy?
One of the primary challenges facing the fuels market is the lack of planning that goes into
establishing energy policy. The RFS was developed to promote energy independence, reduce our
reliance on fossil fuels and benefit the environment. It set ambitious goals and focused on the
materials used to produce our fuel. It did not, however, take into consideration how the fuel
would be delivered into the consumer’s vehicle. The distribution and retail infrastructure was
largely ignored in favor of broader policy issues, yet it is precisely this component of the system
that is presenting some of the greatest obstacles to successful implementation of the program.
Our backs are now to the wall, so to speak. We recognize there are infrastructure issues that must
be addressed: more than 160,000 retail facilities, 230 million vehicles and hundreds of millions
of small engines are incapable of accommodating any additional renewable fuels.

2

U.S. Energy Information Administration Product Supplied 2010, Finished Motor Gasoline: 3.297 billion barrels
(http://www.eia.doe.gov/dnav/pet/pet_cons_psup_dc_nus_mbbl_a.htm)
3
See Attachment 2.
4
Once E15 is officially registered and satisfies the various conditions required by EPA for sale in the market, other
factors will continue to limit its availability. These include: 1) the Federal Reformulated Gasoline Program’s
complex model for emissions characteristics must be amended to accommodate E15; 2) The Clean Air Act’s Reid
Vapor Pressure one pound allowance afforded to gasoline blended with 9-10% ethanol must be amended to apply to
fuels with up to 15% ethanol, otherwise such fuels would violate air quality control programs in many states and
counties; 3) The California Reformulated Gasoline program does not allow for ethanol concentrations above 10%;
and 4) Various contractual obligations with supplier companies may reduce the ability of branded retail outlets
(representing approximately 50% of retail facilities) to sell fuels containing more than 10% ethanol.
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So what policies can Congress consider that will help bridge the gap between what we can do
and what we are required to do by law? Before we can answer that question, it is critical to
understand the challenges that face the retail infrastructure.
INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITATIONS
1) Compatibility
The reason the retail market is unable to accommodate additional volumes of renewable fuels
begins with the equipment found at retail stations. By law, all equipment used to store and
dispense flammable and combustible liquids must be certified by a nationally recognized testing
laboratory. These requirements are found in regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. 5
Currently, there is essentially only one organization that certifies such equipment – Underwriters
Laboratories (UL). UL establishes specifications for safety and compatibility and runs tests on
equipment submitted by manufacturers for UL listing. Once satisfied, UL lists the equipment as
meeting a certain standard for a certain fuel. Prior to last spring, UL had not listed a single motor
fuel dispenser (a.k.a, pump) as compatible with any fuel containing more than 10% ethanol. This
means that any dispenser in the market prior to last spring is not legally permitted to sell E15,
E85 or anything above 10% ethanol – even if it is technically able to do so safely.
If a retailer fails to use listed equipment, that retailer is violating OSHA regulations and may be
violating tank insurance policies, state tank fund program requirements, bank loan covenants,
and potentially other local regulations. Furthermore, if the retailer experiences a petroleum
release from that equipment, he could be sued on the grounds of negligence for using non-listed
equipment, which would subject him to penalties above and beyond the cost of remediation.
This brings us to the primary challenge: If no dispenser prior to early 2010 was listed as
compatible with E10+ fuels, what options are available to retailers to sell E10+ fuels?
In February 2009, 6 UL issued a letter announcing that dispensers listed under a certain UL
standard as compatible with E10 were in fact safe to handle fuels containing up to 15% ethanol.
UL said that it would support “local authorities having jurisdiction” to provide waivers to
retailers who wished to increase their ethanol blends through these dispensers. UL did not,
however, change the official certification of those dispensers. Consequently, retailers who relied
upon local authority waivers would still be in violation of all laws and regulations requiring
listed equipment.

5

29CFR1926.152(a)(1) “Only approved containers and portable tanks shall be used for storage and handling of
flammable and combustible liquids.” “Approved” is defined at 29CFR1910.106 (35) “Approved unless otherwise
indicated, approved, or listed by a nationally recognized testing laboratory.”
6
Underwriters Laboratories.
(http://www.ul.com/global/eng/pages/corporate/newsroom/newsitem.jsp?cpath=%2Fglobal%2Feng%2Fcontent%2F
corporate%2Fnewsroom%2Fpressreleases%2Fdata%2Funderwriterslaboratoriesannouncessupportforauthoritieshavi
ngjurisdiction20090219140900_20090219140900.xml)
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However, in December 2010 7 UL rescinded that notice based upon new research that indicated
issues with gaskets, seals and hoses when exposed to E15. UL now recommends that only
equipment specifically listed by UL as compatible with E10+ fuels be used for such fuels.
Unfortunately, this places a significant economic burden on the retail market. UL policy prevents
retroactive certification of equipment. In other words, only those units produced after UL
certification is issued are so certified – all previously manufactured devices, even if they are the
same model, are subject only to the UL listing available at the time of manufacture. This means
that no retail dispensers, except those produced after UL issued a listing last spring, are legally
approved for E10+ fuels.
In other words, under current requirements any retailer wishing to sell E10+ fuels must replace
their dispensers. On average, a retail motor fuel dispenser costs approximately $20,000.
It is less clear how many underground storage tanks and associated pipes and lines would require
replacement. Many of these units are manufactured to be compatible with high concentrations of
ethanol, however they may not be listed as such. Further, if there are concerns with gaskets and
seals in dispensers, care must be given to ensure the underground gaskets and seals do not pose a
threat to the environment. Once a retailer begins to replace underground equipment, the cost can
escalate rapidly and can easily exceed $100,000 per location.
2) Misfueling
The second major issue facing retailers is the potential liability associated with improperly
fueling a vehicle with a non-approved fuel. The EPA decision concerning E15 puts this issue into
sharp focus for retailers. Under EPA’s partial waiver, only vehicles manufactured in model year
2001 or more recently are authorized to fuel with E15. Older vehicles, motorcycles, boats, and
small engines are not authorized to use E15.
For the retailer, bifurcating the market in this way presents serious challenges. How does the
retailer prevent the consumer from buying the wrong fuel? Typically, when new fuels are
authorized they are backwards compatible so this is not a problem. In other words, older vehicles
can use the new fuel.
Example 1: When EPA phased lead out of gasoline in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
older vehicles were capable of running on unleaded – newer vehicles, however, were
required to run only on unleaded. These newer vehicle gasoline tanks were equipped with
smaller fill pipes into which a leaded nozzle could not fit – likewise, unleaded dispensers
were equipped with smaller nozzles.
Example 2: When EPA mandated a 97% reduction in the sulfur content of on-road diesel
fuel, trucks manufactured beginning with model year 2007 were required to use only ultra
low sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel. Earlier model trucks were able to run on this new fuel.
Misfueling was limited by a combination of a mandated oversupply of ULSD (which
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Underwriters Laboratories.
(http://www.ul.com/global/eng/pages/offerings/industries/energy/alternative/flammableandcombustiblefluids/updates/)
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limited the supply of the restricted fuel and therefore limited the potential for misfueling)
and enforced labeling requirements.
E15 is very different – legacy vehicles are not permitted to use the new fuel. Doing so will
violate Clean Air Act standards and could cause engine performance or safety issues. Yet, there
are no viable options to retroactively install physical countermeasures to prevent misfueling.
Further, the risk to retailers of a customer using E15 in the wrong engine – whether accidentally
or intentionally - are significant.
First of all, retailers could be subject to penalties under the Clean Air Act for not preventing a
customer from misfueling with E15. This concern is not without justification. In the past,
retailers have been held accountable for the actions of their customers. For example, because
unleaded fuel was more expensive than leaded fuel, some consumers physically altered their
vehicle fill pipes to accommodate the larger leaded nozzles either by using can openers or by
using a funnel while fueling. The retailer had no ability to prevent such behavior, but the EPA
often levied fines against the retailer for not physically preventing the consumer from bypassing
the misfueling countermeasures.
To EPA’s credit, they have asserted that they would not be targeting retailers for consumer
misfueling. But that provides little comfort to retailers – EPA policy can change in the absence
of specific legal safeguards. Further, the Clean Air Act includes a private right of action and any
citizen can file a lawsuit against a retailer who does not prevent misfueling. Whether the retailer
is found guilty does not change the fact that defending against such claims can be very
expensive.
Furthermore, the consumer may seek to hold the retailer liable for their own actions. Using the
wrong fuel could void an engine’s warranty, cause engine performance problems or even
compromise the safety of some equipment. In all situations, some consumer may seek to hold the
retailer accountable even when the retailer was not responsible for the improper use of the fuel.
Once again, the defense to such claims can be expensive.
3) General Liability Exposure
Finally, there are widespread concerns throughout the retail community and with our product
suppliers that the rules of the game may change and we could be left potentially exposed to
significant liability. For example, E15 is approved only for certain engines and its use in other
engines is prohibited by the EPA due to associated emissions and performance issues.
What if E15 does indeed cause problems in non-approved engines or even in approved engines?
What if in the future the product is determined defective, the rules are changed and E15 is no
longer approved for use in commerce? There is significant concern that such a change in the law
would be retroactively applied to any who manufactured, distributed, blended or sold the product
in question.
Retailers are hesitant to enter new fuel markets without some assurance that their compliance
with the law today will protect them from retroactive liability should the law change in the
future. It seems reasonable that law abiding citizens should not be held accountable if the law
7

changes in the future. Congress could help overcome significant resistance to new fuels by
providing assurances that market participants will only be held to account for the laws as they
exist at the time and not subject to liability for violating a future law or regulation.
RESOLVING THE CHALLENGES
While these challenges facing the retail market are significant, they are not insurmountable.
Several proposals have been put on the table by Members of Congress or other stakeholders, and
each deserves consideration. While none may be a solution by itself, there are elements within
each that can help guide the discussion towards a solution that might benefit all stakeholders and
help achieve the national objectives.
S. 187, The Biofuels Market Expansion Act of 2011
The Biofuels Market Expansion Act of 2011 (S. 187) seeks to require the production of
additional flexible fuel vehicles that can run on anything from E0 – E85. This section seeks to
increase the potential demand for higher blends of ethanol. This is a critical factor because when
retailers are considering the introduction of a new product they want to know if their customers
can and will buy that product. By expanding the number of customers who “can” buy the
product, part of this equation is addressed. The other component (will the customer buy the
product?) is much more difficult to quantify, but the legislation is trying to make some progress
by expanding the customers’ ability to buy the product.
But is a production mandate necessary? Perhaps not. The domestic auto manufacturers are
committed to increasing the volume of FFVs on the road and they do receive fuel economy
credits for doing so. What incentives might Congress consider to encourage foreign auto makers
to bring FFVs to the U.S.? The incremental cost of an FFV compared to a regular gasoline
engine is quite low so perhaps the incentive would be cost effective.
Another option that could be considered to increase the number of FFVs on the market is to
review the EPA approval process for after-market conversion kits. There are companies making
kits to retrofit legacy vehicles to run on higher ethanol blended fuels, but the approval process is
quite costly and burdensome. Perhaps Congress can review policies that would expedite the
availability of such retrofit kits and provide consumers an incentive to convert their vehicles to
run on both gasoline and higher ethanol-blended fuels. The cost of doing so is not prohibitive
and this could help increase the number of FFVs on the market, thereby improving the economic
calculation for the retailer.
Another component of the bill addresses the availability of higher ethanol blended fuels. One of
the complaints the auto makers have raised is that their FFV customers have few options to
refuel with E85. That is true, but I must point out that there is no requirement for customers to
fuel with E85 (unlike with the transitions to unleaded and ULSD) and their purchase decisions
are predominantly driven by economics. In many markets, the economics of E85 do not enable
the product to remain competitive with gasoline and E85 retailers often watch FFV customers
fuel with regular gasoline, rendering their investment in E85 infrastructure moot.

8

S. 187 tries to address concerns about the limited availability of higher blended ethanol fuel by
requiring that refiners pay for the installation of blender pumps capable of selling these fuels. 8
The bill stipulates that a certain percentage of the stations directly owned by the refiner, as well
as those owned by independent operators selling the refiner’s brand of fuel, install blender
pumps. It further establishes a grant program for independent non-branded operators to install
blender pumps.
While it is clear that the bill is trying to bring ethanol dispensers to market without placing a
financial burden on independent retailers, it fails to recognize that costs incurred upstream will
be passed through to the retailers and ultimately the consumer. So how much will S. 187
potentially cost?
According to the National Petroleum News’ Market Facts 2010 report, 9 in 2009 the top 15
refiner brands were sold through 83,150 branded locations. S. 187 would require that 10% of
these locations install a blender pump by 2014; 20% by 2016; 35% by 2018 and 50% by 2020.
To estimate the potential cost of this program, we can use a very rough estimate that a new UL
listed blender pump will cost approximately $20,000. Replacing the underground equipment at
each site could cost on average $100,000. The total cost per location could be $120,000. In this
worst case scenario, the associated costs to the industry and, ultimately, consumer would be:
Year
2014
2016
2018
2020

Locations
Mandated
8,315
16,630
29,102
41,575

Cumulative
Cost
$0.997 B
$1.995 B
$3.492 B
$4.989 B

For the independent, non-branded locations the legislation creates a grant program to help offset
the cost of installation of a compatible blender pump and associated equipment including tanks,
offering 50% of the entire cost of the project. Understandably, and in keeping with reasonable
public policy, those who accept the federal cost share must commit to selling an eligible fuel
through the new equipment for at least two of the subsequent four years.
While many retailers will seek to avail themselves of federal financial assistance, grant programs
come with challenges for the retailer. In some situations, the retailer may wish to try offering his
customers a new fuel. But if that fuel is not successful, the retailer may wish to revert to the
original product offering. Under the grant program, this is not easy to do. Consequently, a grant
program may provide some benefits to retailers who are already committed to selling a new fuel,
8

“Blender pumps” are dispensers that can mix liquid fuel products from multiple storage tanks to produce another
product. The most popular example is a blender pump using Premium gasoline and Regular octane gasoline to
produce Mid-grade. In the case of S. 187, a blender pump would conceivably use a higher ethanol blended fuel
product (perhaps E85) and mix it with a lower ethanol blended fuel product (E10) to produce a mid-level ethanol
product. The blend ratios are set by the owner of the dispenser to provide the consumer with a pre-set selection of
fuel blends. Some misunderstand this technology and assume the consumer will be able to adjust the blend ratio to
their preference. This would create significant challenges and involve multiple regulatory agencies.
9
See attachment 3.
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but because of its conditions it may not have much influence over those who are not convinced a
new fuel is the right decision for their store.
While NACS does not believe S. 187 hits the target with its approach to the issues, we believe it
helps highlight the core problems facing the retail market and the introduction of new fuels. But
perhaps there is a better approach.
Prospective Compatibility Requirements
Another proposal that has been floated and might be under consideration by some members of
this committee is to set a target date at which time a new renewable fuel blend will be authorized
and engines will be engineered to run on that fuel. For example, it could stipulate that E40 will
be approved and engines will be designed to run on it by year 2016.
This approach is very interesting. If developed appropriately, it could provide auto and other
engine manufacturers sufficient lead time to calibrate their products to run on the new fuel. In
addition, the new engines can be engineered with physical misfueling countermeasures that can
help limit the incidence of consumers using the wrong fuel in their engines.
Such a proposal also could eliminate the stair step process that will inevitably occur in our efforts
to reach the goals of the RFS – a process begun with the E15 rule and that will likely initiate a
new battle with each subsequent step. A necessary component of such a strategy would be to
amend the implementation schedule of the RFS to provide sufficient time for the new fuel to
enter the market.
For these reasons, it is a worthy of further consideration to see if remaining issues can be
resolved. However, these remaining issues are primarily found at the retail level of trade and
may be the most challenging to overcome. For if the current infrastructure is unable to
accommodate E15, how likely is it to be able to accommodate a fuel formulation that would
ultimately satisfy the RFS, such as E30 or E40?
Once again, we find ourselves trying to adjust an infrastructure composed of 160,000 retail
outlets to a new fuel formulation that might not be compatible with the underground storage
tanks, pipes and dispensers currently in use.
Considering that the typical store operates eight fueling position through four dispensers, we can
estimate a total retail dispenser population of 640,000. How many of these will have to be
replaced? If only UL-listed devices are allowed to sell these products, one can assume nearly all
of them would have to be replaced.
Further, according to EPA’s Office of Underground Storage Tanks, there are 215,000 sites in the
U.S. (retail plus non-retail) that operate approximately 597,000 active underground storage
tanks. 10 How many of these will have to be replaced? It is uncertain how many are listed as
compatible with anything higher than E10, so one would have to assume the majority would
have to be replaced.
10

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of Underground Storage Tanks “FY 2010 Annual Report on the
Underground Storage Tank Program” (http://www.epa.gov/oust/pubs/fy10_annual_ust_report_3-11.pdf)
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Congress must take into consideration that it was not long ago (1988-1998) that federal law
required that all USTs in the country be removed from the ground and retrofitted with leak
detection, spill prevention and anti-corrosion systems. The wholesale retrofit requirements led to
the closure of thousands of facilities due to the costs required to comply with the new law. Since
then, many states have enacted additional requirements that have forced retailers to retrofit or
replace the systems that were installed to comply with the federal law. Another round of
mandatory replacements will be a very hard sell.
Using the same estimated costs applied to the requirements under S. 187 ($20,000 per dispenser
and $100,000 per UST system), one could estimate the cumulative cost of a wholesale retrofit of
the entire fuel dispensing infrastructure to be $12.8 billion for dispensers and $59.7 billion for
UST systems. In addition, it would likely take 10 – 15 years to roll-over the existing
infrastructure.
For the individual store owner who might operate two underground storage tanks and four
dispensers, the cost could be upwards of $200,000. In 2009, an average a single convenience
store reported approximately $33,000 in pre-tax profits. That is only a small fraction of the cost
such a contemplated upgrade would require.
NACS further cautions against picking one specific fuel as the “fuel of the future.” Rather, it
would be more constructive to identify key characteristics of the new fuel to which engines and
equipment could be manufactured, set the timeline for attaining the goal, and allow technology,
science and the market determine which fuel will be the sustainable choice. It most definitely
will be a renewable, cleaner burning fuel that will help achieve the overall objectives of national
energy policy.
As discussions on these strategies continue, it would be in the best interests of consumers and the
economy as whole to consider alternatives that could alleviate the costs associated with the
infrastructure retrofit.
Alternative Strategy
Under current legal requirements that equipment must be listed by a nationally recognized
testing laboratory, most of the nation’s retail infrastructure must be replaced to accommodate any
new fuel. However, NACS questions if that is technically required to ensure environmental
health and safety?
At one time, UL believed existing dispensers could accommodate 15% ethanol without problem.
Further research demonstrated challenges with some seals, gaskets and hoses. Clearly, no retailer
wants their equipment to leak, but can susceptible components be replaced with compatible
components and deliver a safe dispenser at a fraction of the cost for a new one?
Furthermore, many underground storage tanks are likely compatible with certain new fuels even
if they are not listed as such. For example, a double wall steel tank equipped with a proper anticorrosion system is likely compatible with any concentration of ethanol. Should such a system be
required to be replaced simply because it was not originally listed for such fuels?
11

NACS believes that there is an opportunity to provide a lower cost of entry for new fuel blends
by adjusting the legal requirements for demonstrating compatibility of retail fueling equipment.
Because UL will not retroactively certify any equipment, perhaps Congress could authorize an
alternative method for certifying legacy equipment. Such a method would preserve the
protections for environmental health and safety, but eliminate the need to replace all equipment
simply because the certification policy of the primary testing laboratory will not re-evaluate
legacy equipment.
Legislation to accomplish this objective was introduced in the House of Representatives last
Congress by Reps. Mike Ross (D-AR) and John Shimkus (R-IL) as H.R. 5778, the Renewable
Fuels Marketing Act. This bill directed the EPA to develop guidelines for determining the
compatibility of equipment with new fuels and stipulates equipment that satisfied such guidelines
would thereby satisfy all laws and regulations concerning compatibility.
Such an approach would ensure that equipment used for new fuels is fully compatible with those
fuels and provide retailers the possibility that does not exist today to enter new fuel markets
without having to replace all of their equipment. While this approach will not resolve all
compatibility issues in the market, it will provide opportunities for many retailers to avoid costly
and unnecessary investments, which will in the long run save consumers money.
RECOMMENDATIONS
This transition to a new fuel market is unique in the fact that it is not backwards compatible and
consumers are not required to buy the new fuel. As noted above, the transition to unleaded
gasoline and ultra low sulfur diesel was accompanied by a requirement that consumers must
purchase the new fuel for new vehicles. But they also were developed in such a way that older
vehicles were fully capable of operating on the new fuel. Such is not the case today.
Another difference between today’s transition and those of the past is the effect the new fuel
blends have on the retail infrastructure. There was no need to replace tanks or dispensers when
lead and sulfur were phased out of the fuel – retailers simply needed to ensure an appropriate
transition of their inventories. But the transition to higher blends of ethanol poses very serious
challenges due to the corrosive nature of the additive product. How to overcome this challenge
must be a priority of this Congress.
To date, most policymakers focus on the future of renewable fuels and the role for ethanol in that
market. This is understandable considering ethanol is the dominant renewable fuel additive and
likely will be for the foreseeable future. But whether produced from corn, sugar cane or
switchgrass, ethanol has chemical characteristics which negatively affect the infrastructure –
both at the retail station and in the consumers’ engines. This should cause Congress to pause and
consider carefully in which direction it wishes to go.
NACS believes the challenges standing in the way of the RFS are surmountable, provided
Congress is willing to address them directly and provide alternative pathways to achieving the
national objectives. To accomplish the stated objectives of the RFS, NACS suggests Congress
consider the following policies:
12

•

Provide retailers with a mechanism to have existing storage and dispensing equipment
evaluated to determine if they are technically compatible with new fuels and, if so,
provide legal authority to use that equipment to sell new fuels. This will potentially save
the industry, and consumers, billions in unnecessary investments.

•

Provide retailers with labeling requirements for new fuels that educate and inform
consumers about the authorized uses of new fuels. Ensure that compliance with such
requirements will satisfy a retailer’s requirements under the Clean Air Act and protect
them from violations or engine warranty claims in the even a self-service customer
ignores the notifications and misfuels a non-authorized engine.

•

Provide market participants with regulatory and legal certainty that compliance with
current applicable laws and regulations concerning the manufacture, distribution, storage
and sale of new fuels will protect them from retroactive liability should the laws and
regulations change at some time in the future.

•

Encourage and facilitate the production and conversion of flexible fuel vehicles, thereby
increasing the potential market demand for higher blends of ethanol fuels and creating a
more attractive market for retailers to offer such fuels.

•

Evaluate the prospects for marketing of infrastructure-compatible fuels and support the
development of such fuels. These could aid compliance with the RFS and save retailers,
engine makers and consumers billions of dollars. Policymakers might consider
establishing characteristics that new fuels must possess so that equipment and engines
can be manufactured or retrofitted to accommodate whichever new fuel provides the
greatest benefit to consumers and the economy.

•

Refrain from pre-selecting the “fuel of the future” and allow the market to determine the
product that will most benefit consumers and the economy. To pre-select a winner based
upon current available technologies will undermine innovation and prevent the market
from developing a better option that may not be apparent to policymakers.

The nation’s convenience and fuel retailers are ready to assist Congress in its consideration of
policies that will promote a stable and efficient market for transportation fuels. There are many
factors to consider and we hope that policymakers will proceed cautiously and avoid imposing
unnecessary and costly burdens on the system.
Thank you for the opportunity to share our perspectives with the Committee.
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Who Sells America’s Fuel?
Americans, on average, fuel up their cars about five
times every month at one of the country’s nearly
160,000 fueling locations. So who owns and operates
these stations that fuel America?

Major oil-operated retail outlets

Small Businesses Fuel America
There are 117,297 convenience stores selling fuel in the
United States. These retailers sell an estimated 80
percent of all the fuel purchased in the country. Overall,
nearly 58 percent of the convenience stores selling fuel
are single-store operators.
These small businesses often don’t have the resources
to brand their stores as anything beyond the brand of
fuel they sell, often leading to consumer misperceptions
that they are owned and operated by a major oil
company.
Ownership of convenience stores selling fuel

(Source: NACS/Nielsen TDLinx 2011 Convenience
Industry Store Count)
Big Oil Continues to Exit Retail
Large integrated oil companies, especially since late
2007, have exited the retail business to focus more on
resource production and refining operations.
ExxonMobil, Shell, BP and ConocoPhillips have either
begun or completed the process of selling off all of their
directly operated facilities. Of the 117,297 convenience
stores selling fuels, about 1,180 – 1 percent – are
owned the one of the five major oil companies.

(Source: Nielsen TDLinx, May 2010)
Major Oil Keeps Its Brand Presence
While the major oil companies are withdrawing from
retail, their brands remain. In fact, approximately 50
percent of retail outlets sell fuel under the brand of
their refiner-supplier. Virtually all of these branded
locations are operated by independent entrepreneurs
who have signed a supply contract with a particular
refiner/distributor to sell a specific brand of fuel, but
these retailers do not share in the profit/loss of their
suppliers. Of the 159,006 fueling stations in the country,
approximately 34 percent have a major oil company
brand, and another 18 percent carry the brand of a
refining company. The remainder –48 percent – sell a
private brand. These outlets are independent business
owners who have established their own fuel brand (i.e.,
QuikTrip, 7-Eleven) and purchase fuels either on the
open market or via unbranded contracts with a
refiner/distributor.
Major oil-branded retail outlets

54,266 total sites – 34 percent of fueling locations
(Source: National Petroleum News’ MarketFacts 2010)

Top refiner-branded retail outlets

Other Retail Channels Sell Fuels
Convenience stores sell an estimated 80 percent of the
fuels purchased in the United States, and their
dominance continues to grow.
In the past decade, the overall number of fueling
locations (including convenience stores) has dropped
9.6 percent – from 175,941 to 159,006 sites.
Meanwhile, the number of convenience stores selling
fuels has increased 25.5 percent – from 93,444 to
117,297 stores.

28,884 total sites – 18 percent of fueling locations
(Source: National Petroleum News’ MarketFacts 2010)

The remainder of fuels sales in the United States is
roughly split equally between traditional service
stations without convenience operations and big-box
retailers that sell fuels (such as Costco, Walmart and a
number of grocery chains).
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